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Abstract
In Bombyx mori, the W chromosome determines the female sex. A few W chromosome-linked mutations that cause masculinization of the female genitalia have been found. In female antennae of a recently isolated mutant, both female-type and
male-type Bmdsx mRNAs were expressed, and BmOr1 (bombykol receptor) and BmOr3 (bombykal receptor), which are predominantly expressed in the antennae of male moths, were expressed about 50 times more abundantly in the antennae of
mutant females than in those of normal females. These mutants are valuable resources for the molecular analysis of the sexdetermination system. Besides the Fem gene, the quantitative egg size-determining gene Esd is thought to be present on the W
chromosome, based on the observation that ZWW triploid moths produce larger eggs than ZZW triploids. The most recently
updated B. mori genome assembly comprises 20.5 Mb of Z chromosome sequence. Using these sequence data, responsible
genes or candidate genes for four Z-linked mutants have been reported. The od (distinct oily) and spli (soft and pliable) are
caused by mutation in BmBLOS2 and Bmacj6, respectively. Bmap is a candidate gene for Vg (vestigial). Similarly, Bmprm is
a candidate gene for Md (muscle dystrophy), causing abnormal development of indirect flight muscle.
[Fujii T., Abe H. and Shimada T. 2010 Molecular analysis of sex chromosome-linked mutants in the silkworm Bombyx mori. J. Genet. 89,
365–374]

Introduction: sex chromosomes of Bombyx mori
In Lepidoptera, sex is determined by female heterogamety.
Primitive non-ditrysian Lepidoptera have a Z0/ZZ sex chromosome system, while the ZW/ZZ sex chromosome system
is common in Ditrysia, a group of advanced Lepidoptera.
Therefore, it has been speculated that the W chromosome
first appeared with the origin of the ditrysian clade of Lepidoptera (Traut and Marec 1996). There are two hypotheses
to account for the origin of the W chromosome. In the first of
these, a free homologue of an autosome is believed to have
fused with the Z chromosome, which is then transmitted as a
W chromosome (Traut and Marec 1996). The second hypothesis is the de novo formation of the W chromosome based
on the supernumerary B chromosome, which provides a
*For correspondence. E-mail: toru@ss.ab.a.u-tokyo.ac.jp.

pairing partner for the univalent Z chromosome in the Z0
female (Lukhtanov 2000). In female lepidopterans, meiosis
is achiasmatic, and there is no crossing over between the W
chromosome and the corresponding Z chromosome (Traut
1977). Recombinational isolation of the W chromosome in
Lepidoptera causes its diﬀerentiation from the Z chromosome regardless of its origin.
The silkworm B. mori has a W chromosome. In this
species, AAA : ZZ aneuploid individuals develop as males,
whereas AAA : ZZW triploids develop as females (Hasimoto 1933). This indicates that the W chromosome of B.
mori has a dominant female-determining gene (Fem), because these polyploid (AAA : ZZ and AAA : ZZW) individuals have the same A : Z ratio (Hasimoto 1933). So far, 12
W-chromosome-specific PCR markers have been identified
in B. mori (Abe et al. 2005). Sequence analysis of bacterial
artificial chromosome (BAC) clones containing W-specific
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PCR markers (W-BACs) has revealed that they are composed
of many long terminal repeat (LTR) retrotransposons, nonLTR retrotransposons, retroposons, DNA transposons and
their derivatives (Abe et al. 2005). In genomic in situ hybridization (CGH) studies, the complete B. mori W chromosome was labelled equally by female and male genomic
DNA probes (Traut et al. 1999). These authors concluded
that the W chromosome of B. mori is composed of common
repetitive elements that accumulate predominantly in the W
chromosome. Abe et al. (2008) reported that a large part of
the W chromosome is not used for sex determination in B.
mori, because the T(W;2)Y-abe chromosome lacks 11 of 12
W-specific RAPD markers, (T(W;2)Y-abe chromosome contains only W-Rikishi marker) but the sexual phenotype of
Z/T(W;2)Y-abe individuals is that of the normal female.
Many Z chromosome-linked traits in Lepidoptera have
been identified in crossing experiments using closely related species (Sperling 1994; Prowell 1998). In B. mori, 18
Mendelian mutations whose phenotypes are visible in the
egg, larva, and adult have been mapped on the Z chromosome (Banno et al. 2005). In 2004, draft sequences of the
male (Z/Z) B. mori genome using 3-fold and 5.9-fold wholegenome shotgun (WGS) sequencing were reported by Mita et
al. (2004) and Xia et al. (2004), respectively. Recently, these
two data sets were re-assembled and 87% of the genomic
sequences were anchored to 28 chromosomes (The International Silkworm Genome Consortium 2008) using a high resolution, single-nucleotide polymorphism linkage map (Yamamoto et al. 2006). In the new assembly, the Z chromosome
was assigned five scaﬀolds composed of 20.4-Mb sequences.
The availability of this newly assembled sequence database
(Build2) makes it possible to characterize the genes responsible for each mutation in terms of their nucleotide sequence.
In this article, we review genetic studies on visible Wlinked traits. We first discuss mutants of Fem that cause masculinization of the female, and we then consider a putative
egg size-determining gene on the W chromosome. The male
killing factor on the W chromosome has been reviewed by
Abe et al. (2010) and will therefore not be considered here.
We also review the molecular analysis of visible Z-linked
mutant traits (Vg, spli, Md, and od).

W-linked morphological traits
Masculinization caused by mutation in the Fem gene

In Drosophila, doublesex (dsx) is key gene acting at the
downstream end of the sex-diﬀerentiation cascade (Saccone
et al. 2002). As in Drosophila, in B. mori the primary transcript of doublesex (Bmdsx) is alternatively spliced in males
and females to yield sex-specific mRNAs that encode a
male-specific (BmDSXM) and a female-specific polypeptide
(BmDSXF). Bmdsx may play an essential role in silkworm
sexual development because masculinization of the female
genital organs was observed in transgenic female silkworms
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that expressed male-type Bmdsx mRNA (Suzuki et al. 2005).
Recently, Suzuki et al. (2008) reported that BmPSI, a Bombyx
homologue of P-element somatic inhibitor (PSI), is required
for male-specific splicing of the Bmdsx. However, BmPSI is
located on an autosome, and there is no diﬀerence in the expression level of BmPSI between males and females. Therefore, it remains to be elucidated exactly how the Fem gene on
the W chromosome controls the splicing pattern of Bmdsx.
In B. mori, mutations causing feminization or masculinization have not been isolated on the autosomes or the Z chromosome. On the other hand, an intersex phenotype found
to be caused by a mutation of the female-determining gene
(Fem) (Hirokawa 1995). Unfertilised eggs of B. mori treated
with hot water (46◦C for 2 or 18 min) develop parthenogenetically (reviewed in Strunnikov 1995). During a genetic
study of a parthenogenetic line, Hirokawa (1995) found female moths with abnormal genitalia. In normal females, the
eighth abdominal segment is almost completely degenerate and lacks scaly hairs, whereas in mutant females the
eighth abdominal segment developed well with scaly hairs.
In addition to this mutant phenotype, chitinous structures
are seen in the abnormal females. The progeny of mutant
females crossed with normal males consisted of mutant females and normal males in the ratio 1:1. Based on these results, Hirokawa (1995) speculated that the masculinization
was caused by a mutation of the female-determining gene
(Fem) on the W chromosome. The mutation was designated
Isx (Intersex).
Recently, Fujii et al. (2009a) isolated an abnormal line
called KG, generating masculinized females. They concluded that masculinization is caused by a mutation of the
Fem gene on the W chromosome, because masculinized females appeared among crosses between females of the abnormal line and males of the standard silkworm strain, p50T,
while masculinized females did not appear in crosses between p50T females and males of the mutant line. Figure 1
illustrates the newly isolated masculinization mutant. Phenotypic abnormalities of the external genitalia of the new
mutant line are similar to those of the Isx mutant (Hirokawa
1995) and transgenic female silkworms expressing male-type
Bmdsx (Suzuki et al. 2005). The phenotypic abnormalities of
the internal genitalia in the new mutant and transgenic female silkworms expressing male-type Bmdsx are similar in
that both often lack eggs at the basement of the ovarioles (figure 2). Using RT-PCR and quantitative real-time PCR analyses, Fujii et al. (2009a) showed that (i) both female-type
and male-type Bmdsx mRNAs are expressed in the KG line
(figure 3); and (ii) BmOr1 (bombykol receptor) and BmOr3
(bombykal receptor), which are predominantly expressed in
the antennae of normal male moths, were expressed about
50 times more abundantly in the antennae of mutant females
than in those of normal females (figure 4). These masculinization mutations on the W chromosome are useful resources
for the analysis of the mechanism of sex determination in B.
mori.
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Eﬀect of sex chromosome constitution on the size of
eggs produced by polyploid females
In B. mori, polyploid individuals with diﬀerent sex chromosome constitutions can be induced by artificial treatments
such as exposure to low temperature or hot water (reviewed
in Strunnikov 1995). In B. mori, polyploidy aﬀects egg size.
Eggs deposited by ZZWW tetraploid females are larger than
that deposited by ZZW triploid and ZW diploid females (reviewed in Tazima 1964). However, it is not clear why doubling the chromosome set induces such changes.

In crossing experiments between ZZWW tetraploid females and ZZ diploid males, Hasimoto (1933) found ZZ-type
triploid ( ), ZZW triploid ( ) and ZZWW-type triploid ( )
individuals in the ratio 1 : 4 : 1. In another experiment, Kawamura (1988) identified ZWW individuals in filial triploids of
ZZWW tetraploids. She crossed sch/sch diploid males with
+/+/W/W tetraploid females and identified sch larvae in addition to + sch larvae (sch : + sch = 1 : 80). sch is a Z-linked
mutant in which newly hatched larvae are reddish brown,
while the wild type is black. Moreover, sch moths produced

Figure 1. External genitalia of a p50T female (control) and masculinized female moths
of the KG line. Masculinization is characterized by the development of the eighth abdominal segment with scaly hairs, formation of some chitinous structures and degeneration of the pheromone glands.

Figure 2. Ovaries of (a) p50T female moth (control), and (b) a masculinized female moth of
the KG line. KG females often lack eggs at the basement of the ovarioles.
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Figure 3. RT-PCR analysis of the splicing pattern of Bmdsx. ov, ovary; te, testis; fa, fat body; an,
antenna. RNA was extracted from the ovary, testis, and fat body of a fifth-instar larva, and from the antennae of 10 moths. The primer set OP-dsx2/OP-dsx rev1 (Ohbayashi et al. 2001) was used. Red arrowheads indicates male-specific Bmdsx. Blue arrowheads indicates female-specific Bmdsx. M, molecular
size marker (100-bp ladder).
Table 1. Eﬀect of sex chromosome constitution on the size of eggs
produced by polyploid females of Bombyx mori.
Autosome
sets
3A
AAA

4A
AAAA

Sex
chromosomes

Size of
eggs

Author

ZZW
ZWW

Normal*
Giant

Kawamura 1998
Kawamura 1998

ZW

Unknows

ZZWW
ZZZW

Giant
Normal

ZZW

Unknown

Kawamura 1998
Hirokawa 1992

Normal indicates eggs as large as that of AA:ZW diploid females.
*AAA:ZZW triploid deposites irregular-shared eggs besides normal
size eggs.

Figure 4. Quantitative real-time PCR analysis of odorant receptor
genes in moth antennae. a, p50T female; b, p50T male; c, KG line
female; d, KG line male. Each sample consisted of 10 individuals. a,
c, n = 4; b, d, n = 3. Error bars indicate standard deviation ranges.
Or1 encodes the bombykol receptor and Or3 the bombykal receptor. The same primer sets as Wanner et al. (2007) were used for the
amplification of Or1, Or3 and BmRPS3.

giant eggs similar to those produced by ZZWW tetraploids,
whereas + sch moths did not produce giant eggs (table 1).
These observations were explained as follows: (i) the sex
chromosome constitutions of sch and + sch moths are ZWW
368

and ZZW, respectively; (ii) there is a quantitative egg sizedetermining gene, Esd, on the W chromosome.
Interesting results have been obtained on the eﬀect of
sex chromosome constitution on egg size. During the induction of ZZZW tetraploid by the hot water treatment
of eggs deposited by ZZW triploid females crossed to ZZ
diploid males, Hirokawa (1995) identified exceptional males
in addition to ZZZW tetraploid females. In the next generation, by crossing these males with diploid females, he
obtained triploid females that produced giant eggs. From a
genetic analysis, Hirokawa (1995) proposed two hypotheses to explain these phenomena. First, large egg size may
be attributable to the W chromosome lacking the Fem gene
(Df(W) Fem). He postulated that ZZZDf(W) Fem tetraploid
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males were generated and that ZWDf(W) Fem triploid females produced giant eggs similar to those of ZWW triploid
females. An alternative hypothesis is that generation of the
ZZ0-type egg pronucleus (elimination of the W chromosome) resulted in the production of ZZZ0-type tetraploid
males and that the ZWO-type triploid females deposited
large eggs.
In conclusion, the presence of Esd on the W chromosome
was not confirmed because the size of the eggs produced
by polyploid individuals may be aﬀected by the egg-size
reducing factor on the Z chromosome. Therefore, the size
of the eggs produced by ZW0-type triploid and ZZW0-type
tetraploid should be studied (table 1). Production of eggs of
normal size by these polyploids would support Kawamura’s
hypothesis. On the other hand, the production of giant eggs
by these polyploids would indicate the presence of an eggsize-reducing factor on the Z chromosome. Unfortunately,
no one has succeeded in inducing such polyploid individuals (AAA : ZW0 and AAAA : ZZW0).

Z-linked morphological traits
Structural analysis of the deleted Z chromosome using PCR
markers

In B. mori, many Z-chromosome deletions (proximal and distal ends, and middle part) have been induced by exposure

to X-rays (reviewed in Tazima 1964). Heterozygous males
having a deletion of either of the Z chromosomes are viable, whereas females with a Z-chromosome deletion die
during embryogenesis because of the lack of Z-linked genes.
Eggs with embryonic lethal factors are useful for the structural analysis of the deleted Z chromosome. The breakpoints
of the deleted Z chromosomes can be determined using the
DNA extracted from embryonic lethal eggs with the help
of PCR markers of the Z chromosome. Fujii et al. (2006,
2007, 2008) determined the breakpoints of deleted Z chromosomes, such as Z Vg , Z1 , Z3 and + pe Z4 , as described below
(figure 5). These deleted Z chromosomes can be used for the
deletion mapping of the Z-linked morphological traits controlled by Vg, spli, Md and od.
Vg (vestigial)

More than 10 wing development-related mutants are known
in B. mori (Banno et al. 2005). A responsible gene has been
clarified for only one of them: fl. The wing-deficient phenotype of fl homozygotes is caused by a defect in Bmfringe,
encoding Fng glycosyltransferase, which regulates the Notch
signalling pathway (Sato et al. 2008). Vg is an X-ray-induced
dominant gene that causes a vestigial phenotype of the wings
(figure 6). Individuals of genotype +Vg od/Vg always exhibit

Figure 5. Schematic illustration of deleted Z chromosomes. Five scaﬀolds (nscaf 2734, 2.0 Mb;
nscaf 3040, 4.8 Mb; nscaf 3063, 0.5 Mb; nscaf 1690, 8.0 Mb; nscaf 2210, 5.1 Mb) were assigned
on the Z chromosome (The International Silkworm Genome Consortium 2008). The black region represents the chromosome 5 region of the + pe Z4 chromosome. Only the Z chromosomal
region is shown on the +od pS a+p W chromosome.
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Figure 6. Wing phenotype of Vg moths. (a) Control (+/+); (b, c)
Vg/+.

the od phenotype because the Z chromosome containing the
Vg gene (Z Vg chromosome) lacks the od locus (1–49.6) (Tazima 1944). Therefore, a terminal deletion may include the od
locus in Z chromosomes bearing the Vg mutation.
Fujii et al. (2008) determined the breakpoint of the Z Vg
chromosome using WGS sequence data and embryonic lethal
eggs with a Z Vg /W sex chromosomal constitution. They did
not identify a terminal deletion but a 1.5-Mb-interstitial deletion on the ZVg chromosome. Moreover, they succeeded in
obtaining a fragment containing a breakpoint junction. Sequencing of the fragment resulted in the precise identification
of the proximal and distal breakpoints. Neither breakpoint
disrupted the computationally predicted genes on the Z chromosome. However, Bombyx has an orthologue of apterous
(ap) in Drosophila near the distal breakpoint of the 1.5-Mbinterstitial deletion (Fujii et al. 2008).
In Drosophila, Apterous is a LIM-homeodomain protein
responsible for the establishment of dorsal and ventral compartments in the developing wing. Expression of apterous is
restricted to the dorsal compartment of the wing disc (Cohen et al. 1992; Diaz-Benjumea and Cohen 1993). Ectopic
expression of apterous causes a severe wing defect (RinconLimas et al. 2000). As in Drosophila, in Precis coenia (Lepidoptera: Nymphalidae) the wing disc is divided into dorsal
and ventral domains by expression of apterous (Carroll et al.
1994). The 1.5-Mb deletion at the 5 -flanking region of the
Bombyx orthologue of apterous probably causes its ectopic
expression, leading to the vestigial phenotype.
spli (soft and pliable)

In B. mori, there are several mutants related to the hardness
or softness of the larval body. For example, the body of sk
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(stick, 4–25.8) mutant larvae is firm to the touch, while that
of spli (soft and pliable) mutants is extremely soft and pliable. It is presumed that spli larvae have a defect in the central nervous system or in a brain-controlled body wall muscle
response (Murakami and Ohnuma 1978). The spli phenotype
was first identified in the F1 generation of + pe males generated in a cross between Z/T(W;5)+ pe , pe/pe and Z/Z, pe/pe,
moths. In pe homozygotes, the pigment in the serosa cells
is light orange and the compound eyes are pink. + pe males
were presumed to have a chromosome 5 fragment bearing a
+ pe locus (5–0.0) that was dissociated from the T(W;5)+ pe
chromosome.
Fujii et al. (2010a) performed genetic and cytogenetic
analyses of the Z chromosome in the n41 strain (spli/spli,
spli/W). They found that the Z chromosome was broken between the sch (1–21.5) and od (1–49.6) loci to form two fragments (Z3 and Z4 ) (figure 6). They also found a chromosomal
fragment bearing a + pe locus, which was dissociated from
the T(W;5)+ pe chromosome, fused to a Z chromosome fragment bearing the +od locus (+ pe Z4 ) (figure 6). It was confirmed that the fused chromosome comprised chromosome 5
and the Z chromosome by fluorescence in situ hybridization
using BAC clones as probes. Breakpoints of Z3 and Z4 fragments were determined using Z-chromosome PCR markers.
In conclusion, (i) there is no overlapping region between Z3
and Z4 ; and (ii) a region of less than 96 kb, which contains
the Bombyx homologue of Drosophila acj6 (Bmacj6), is absent in the Z chromosome of the n41 strain.
Acj6 is a POU transcription factor of class IV, homologous to vertebrate Brn3 family members, which perform
essential functions in the diﬀerentiation of specific neuronal cell types (Treacy et al. 1991; Clyne et al. 1999a). In
Drosophila, acj6 mutant was found by the Bump assay to
isolate flies with reduced mobility from an EMS-treated population (Clyne et al. 1999a). The mobility phenotypes associated with acj6 mutations are thought to reflect functional
defects in the central nervous system that regulates locomotor function (Certel et al. 2000). Like acj6 mutants, spli larvae are less active than wild-type insects (which move very
slowly), which is consistent with the fact that Bmacj6 is the
gene responsible for the spli phenotype (Fujii et al. 2010a).
In Drosophila, the acj6 mutant was first isolated during behavioural screening for mutations lacking odorant responses (Ayer and Carlson 1991). In addition to the locomotor defect, acj6 mutants also showed olfactory defects. In
insects with a null mutation of acj6, some olfactory receptor
neurons in the maxillary palp responded normally to odours,
some did not respond to odours and some showed changes
in odour specificity (Clyne et al. 1999a). In another study,
Clyne et al. (1999b) reported that a subset of odour receptor
genes did not expressed in acj6 null mutants.
Murakami and Ohnuma (1978) observed that normal B.
mori males flapped their wings vigorously in a mating dance
in response to females, while spli males did not show such a
response, even though these males were able to flutter their
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wings when suspended in the air. The sex pheromone in B.
mori is bombykol (Butenandt et al. 1959). Fujii et al. (2009b)
confirmed that spli male moths are less sensitive to bombykol
than normal males. This suggests that (i) Bmacj6 functions
in the olfactory system in a manner similar to that seen in
Drosophila; and (ii) the spli mutant can be used for the study
of olfaction in B. mori.
Md (muscle dystrophy)

Both males and females of B. mandarina, the closest wild
ancestor of B. mori, can fly. B. mori has lost the ability to
fly during the process of domestication, although B. mori
males vibrate their wings when they are exposed to the
sex pheromone from females. Wing vibration plays an essential role in determining the final location of the female,
because it draws pheromone-containing air past the male’s
antennae, enabling the insect to find its way to the source
of the pheromone (Obara 1979). In B. mori, a mutant (Md,
muscle dystrophy) related to the wing-vibrating ability of the
male was reported.
In the course of dissociation experiments on the
T(W:3)Ze chromosome, Fujii et al. (2007) identified deleted
Z chromosomes, which they designated as Z1 and ZeW Z2
(figure 6). These were generated by a breakage event between sch (1–21.5) and +od (1–49.6) loci. The Z1 chromosome has sch, while the ZeW Z2 chromosome has +od . The
ZeW Z2 chromosome has an additional chromosomal fragment dissociated from the T(W:3)Ze chromosome. Interestingly, Z/Z1 ZeW Z2 males can flap their wings, whereas Z/Z1
males cannot because of indirect flight muscle dystrophy
(Fujii et al. 2007). This observation indicates that the flapless phenotype is not caused by the dominant mutation on
the Z1 chromosome. In Drosophila, the genes that encode
major myofibrillar proteins, such as actin 88F, tropomyosin
2, troponin I, troponin T, myosin light chain 2 and myosin
heavy chain, are haploinsuﬃcient for flight. Haploidy for
these genes results in dominant flightlessness. Therefore, it
was presumed that the muscle-related dose-sensitive gene is
located on the deleted region of the Z1 chromosome (the Z2
region of the Z chromosome) (Fujii et al. 2007).
In Drosophila, about 20 myofibrillar proteins have been
reported (Vigoreaux 2001). The genes encoding Bombyx homologues of three Drosophila myofibrillar proteins (kettin,
projectin, and titin) are located on the Z1 region of the
Z chromosome (Koike et al. 2003; Fujii et al. 2007). Fujii et al. (2008) searched the 14,623 computationally predicted genes of B. mori (The International Silkworm Genome
Consortium 2008) which encode other Bombyx homologues
of Drosophila myofibrillar proteins. They found that the
Bombyx homologues of paramyosin (prm), stretchin-MLCK,
flightin, and ADP/ATP translocase are Z-linked. The Z1
chromosome contains the gene for the Bombyx homologue
of flightin, while it lacks those for paramyosin, stretchinMLCK, and ADP/ATP translocase.

The F1 generation produced by crossing spli females
(W/Z3 + pe Z4 ) with normal (Z/Z) males contains Z/Z3 males
because of nondisjunction between the W chromosome and
+ pe Z4 during female meiosis (Fujii et al. 2010a). Z/Z3 males
can flap their wings (T. Fujii, unpublished data). The Z3 chromosome lacks the genes for stretchin-MLCK and ADP/ATP
translocase. These two genes are therefore not haploinsuﬃcient for flight, and the candidate gene for the muscle dystrophy phenotype caused by the Z1 chromosome is prm, although prm does not mutate to cause dominant flightlessness
in Drosophila.
od (distinct oily)

The normal larval skin of B. mori is opaque and white
because of the accumulation of uric acid granules in the epidermis. However, there are many mutants (so-called oily mutants) whose larval skin is transparent and similar to oiled
paper. The mutant genes responsible for these oily skin characters are distributed in distinct loci in up to 18 linkage
groups. Oily mutants can be classified into two types. One
type is caused by the inability to synthesize uric acid. The
other results from the lack of accumulation of uric acid in the
epidermis. od (1–49.6, distinct translucent) is an oily mutant
of the latter type (Tamura and Sakate 1983).
+od pS a + pW is a W chromosome to which a short fragment of the Z chromosome containing the od locus has been
translocated (Tazima 1948; Sahara et al. 2003). To locate the
od locus, Fujii et al. (2008) determined the length of the Z
chromosomal region using embryonic lethal eggs with the
Z1 / + od pS a + pW constitution. They showed that the region
is less than 0.6-Mb long. Of this sequence, the 0.2-Mb region
overlaps between the 1.5-Mb deleted region on the ZVg chromosome and the Z-chromosome region on the +od pS a + pW
chromosome (figure 6). Accordingly, the od locus was localized to the 0.2-Mb region. Fujii et al. (2008) identified
a gene, BmBLOS2, whose mRNA was absent from the 0.2Mb region in od homozygotes. Sequencing of BmBLOS2 revealed that exons 1, 2, and 3 of BmBLOS2 were deleted in
the od strain. The deletion was presumed to be generated by
intrachromosomal recombination between two transposable
elements, Bm1 (Adams et al. 1986).
BLOS2 is one of eight subunits of the lysosome-related
organelles complex 1 (BLOC-1). In humans, a complex
of four proteins—AP-3 (adaptor protein 3), BLOC-1 (biogenesis of lysosome-related organelles complex 1), BLOC2 and BLOC-3—is responsible for a genetic disease, the
Hermansky–Pudlak syndrome (HPS) (Wei 2006). HPS consists of several genetically diﬀerent recessive disorders which
share the clinical manifestation of hypopigmentation and
a platelet storage pool deficiency due to abnormal vesicle traﬃcking to lysosomes and related organelles, such as
melanosomes and platelet-dense granules (Wei 2006). Electron microscopy revealed that od cells contain fewer urate
granules, which are smaller and more rounded than those in
normal cells (Tamura and Akai 1990). The translucent phe-
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notype of od larvae is rescued in transgenic silkworms expressing wild-type BmBLOS2 (figure 7) (Fujii et al. 2010b).
These results suggest that (i) BmBLOS2 is the gene responsible for od, and (ii) a function of BmBLOS2 is the biogenesis
of uric acid granules. In Drosophila, orthologues of the genes
that are mutated in human HPS include nine eye pigmentation genes related to the biogenesis of eye pigment granules
(Falcon-Perez et al. 2007). This suggests the possibility that
Bombyx orthologues of HPS genes are responsible for other
oily mutants with defects in uric granules.
As mentioned in section Vg (vestigial), the Z chromosome of the spli strain is divided into two parts: Z3 and + pe Z4 .
Fujii et al. (2010b) found that there were transparent patches
in the white integument of od/Z3 + pe Z4 larvae. They concluded that sporadic loss of the + pe Z4 fragment, which carries the +od locus, results in the generation of mottled od

larvae. Fujii et al. (2010b) found that ZVg /Z3 + pe Z4 larvae
exhibited a mottled, translucent integument similar to that of
od/Z3 + pe Z4 larvae. The ZVg chromosome lacks the od locus
(Tazima 1944). Therefore, Fujii et al. (2010b) concluded that
the mottled translucent phenotype observed in ZVg /Z3 + pe Z4
larvae is not a novel mutant but a mottled variant of od caused
by sporadic loss of the + pe Z4 chromosome during cell division.

Conclusion
Although the W chromosome may carry the gene that determines femaleness, this gene has not yet been cloned. The
W-linked mutant in the KG line, which exhibits a masculinized phenotype, is an important resource in the search for
this gene because it aﬀects the sex-specific expression of
Bmdsx, a downstream sex determinant. Since it is only the
W-Rikishi region that is retained in the T(W;2)Y-abe chromosome, which is able to determine femaleness, a precise
sequence-level comparison between the mutant and normal
silkworms should be undertaken.
Generally, Z chromosome-linked genes are not dosage
compensated in Bombyx; their expression is biased towards
males (Suzuki et al. 1998, 1999; Koike et al. 2003). The Z
chromosome is enriched in testis-specific genes (Arunkumar
et al. 2009) and two genes coding for the pheromone receptors Or1 and Or3 are located on the Z chromosome (Sakurai et al. 2004). Cloning and molecular characterization of
the genes on the Z chromosome which aﬀect male-specific
functions, will be helpful in enabling us to understand how
much the Z chromosome contributes to sexual dimorphism,
in addition to the contribution of the W chromosome to sex
determination.
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